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Gamma Solutions proves once again they are an industry leader being awarded 
Partner of the Year. 
 
Melbourne March 23rd 2012 – At the Intermec Partner Summit, Gamma Solutions an 
industry leader in advanced data collection systems, was announced as Intermec’s 
Partner of the Year. 
 
The Intermec Partner of the Year Award is in recognition of exemplary business 
behaviours in terms of revenue, quality solutions and ability to integrate new and 
emerging technologies into their customer networks. The award also recognises a 
company’s commitment to customer service, support and training; something that 
Gamma Solutions prides itself on. 
 

"As one of the largest and most innovative data capture technology resellers in Australia 
we are committed to providing quality, practical and flexible solutions to suit the needs of 
our customers" Michael Atallah, Managing Director of Gamma Solutions said. “It is an 
honour to be recognised by Intermec for our hard work and dedication. It is really a team 
effort that has made our success possible”. 
 
The award was presented to Gamma Solutions’ Northern Region Sales Manager Glenn 
Batten, by Scott Anderson VP of Global Channels, Michael Muller VP and GM of APAC, 
as well as Tony Repaci MD of Intermec Australia at the Partner Summit held in Sydney 
on the 21st and 22nd of March.  
 
About Gamma Solutions 
Gamma Solutions Pty Ltd (www.gammasolutions.com) is an Australian owned company, 

based in Melbourne, with offices in Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth. Founded in 

1992, the company provides all the components of mobile computing, RFID and data 

collection systems such as portable terminals, barcode scanners, barcode printers and 

wireless networks; as well as professional services including systems analysis, design 

and implementation, middleware software and training. Gamma Solutions is committed 

to providing the highest level of customer service by providing good and services 

Australia wide as well as in New Zealand. For more information visit 

www.gammasolutions.com 
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